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• This ideas booklet was commissioned by the Dorking Town Centre Partnership BID in 2021,
in order to spark conversations about possible improvements to streets and spaces

Pip Brook

• The focus of this initial work has been on High Street, South Street and West Street, within
the BID area, the commercial centre of the town, but also it’s civic heart, and home for many

Dorking
Halls

• Public realm designers Context Office and traffic engineers NRP have studied the conditions
in Dorking and produced the work presented here
• This booklet first sets out some impressions of the town centre, to identify public realm
issues and to help define why improvements are desirable
Cotmandene

• The various character areas along High Street, West Street and South Street have been
looked at in turn; initial place making sketch ideas are presented for each, with traffic
and vehicle needs carefully considered in all cases

t Lane

• All the initial design ideas presented here are intended to be debated and developed with
inputs from local people and all stakeholders, they ill need further development, funding and
testing before implementation

Vincen

• Possible places for increased pedestrian space and better road crossings, sites where trees
might be planted, locations for extra greenery, more benches or community public art are
identified on each street

• The aim of this work is to build a partnership for positive changes that will benefit residents,
businesses and visitors to Dorking
• This booklet is a first step by the BID to identify opportunities for Dorking Town Centre and
catalyse partnership working by the community, the BID, the local council and county council
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SOME OBSERVATIONS AND IMPRESSIONS
OF DORKING'S PUBLIC REALM
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image credits: Dorking Town Centre Partnership; Dorking Town Centre Partnership; Stepping_Stones_over_the_River_Mole,_Box_Hill,_Dorking_wikicommons; www.country-walks.com/tours/the-heart-of-the-surrey-hills
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A wonderful town...

• Dorking is very handsome, it is a great place to live
• It has a lovely historic townscape and scale
• The town centre has fantastic architecture and views
• The central streets are busy and lie within an enviable catchment
• The town centre has great businesses and culture,
• The retail life of the town is still in the centre, there are many independent,
specialist and interesting shops, as well as known and loved brands
• Dorking is set within an officially outstanding natural landscape,
with glimpses and proximity from the town centre streets
• It is on the map, visitors are attracted to the surrounding area
and its attractions
• The town centre has many attributes that other places can only dream of

Images, clockwise from top left:
bird’s eye view of Dorking town centre; the beautiful historic buildings
and antiques shops on West Street; the famous green landscape just
outside town at the River Mole and Box Hill
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...but the streets are treated as
roads not places

• The public realm of Dorking can be underwhelming and dull in comparison to
the life and quality of the town
• The material quality and design of the streets feels lacking, compared to other
historic town centres
• The streets feel like they are for movement from point to point, rather than a
destination in the round
• There are many car parks just off the town centre streets that can provide
good access
• There is an opportunity to create character and more of a sense of place in the
streets themselves, to support and augment the life within the buildings

Images, clockwise from top
the historic parade of shops on South Street with narrow footways and a
large area of carriageway; the A25 as it passes through High Street and the
heart of Dorking; the eastern gateway to the town centre
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image credits: pump-corner-small-cockerel-directory_Dorking Museum; sainsburyarchive.org.uk/catalogue/search/branch/ref/p965-dorking image by Brian Shuel

Like many other towns, Dorking's
centre has evolved more for
vehicles than people
• The road system concentrates on the High Street and the gyratory of
West Street and South Street
• The A25 through-routes uses all the civic streets
• The underlying structure of the town as a series of ‘rooms’ and experiences
has been weakened
• The roads have been increasingly engineered but the footways remain
as historic edges
• The small scale of the market town buildings and fine shop fronts are now
harder to appreciate
• Traffic engineering and congestion are important issues,
but there are opportunities to re-balance the look and feel of the town centre,
as has been achieved in many other busy locations

Images, from top:
Pump Corner and South Street in the 1920s, a place to pause and meet;
Pump Corner and High Street in the 1970s, road infrastructure is
beginning to dominate the space
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Often the places to pause or
socialise are now off the streets

• There are not many moments on the main streets where people rest, meet or
appreciate the buildings and spaces
• The streets in Dorking town centre don’t often feel like places you can just ‘be’,
rather they are used to get between points
• Retail, food and beverage businesses have few opportunities to spill out into
the footways or bring animation to the external environment
• The courtyards, St Martin’s walk, South street gardens and the churchyard are
special moments where there is space, but their presence and connection to
the main streets and retail experience is not optimised
• There is an opportunity to use the streets and frontages better,
optimised despite traffic as they are in busier, denser towns and cities

Images, clockwise from top left:
the seating area on South Street at the Dorking Caves gardens; the dramatic
view towards St Martin’s church from High Street; Old Kings Head Court
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There are safety and
accessibility issues

• The streets are often difficult to cross
• On Dorking’s town centre streets one side often feels divorced from the other,
not the ideal easy back and forth of a bustling retail and leisure centre
• There are quite extreme narrow pinch points on the footways that don’t
meet guidelines and create problems for many users, for example those in
wheelchairs or with prams
• Historic level changes and edges create some potentially dangerous situations
• Users who are not in cars have to negotiate the town centre in spite of the
road layout - not aided by it
• There is a real need to make Dorking town centre more accessible and easy to
navigate for all users

Images, clockwise from top
the distinctive stepped section of High Street has no pedestrian refuge on
the south side; the approach to Pump Corner on North Street; High Street
footways are very narrow at certain points despite the width of the road
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In many places there seems to be
more carriageway than necessary

• Dorking’s streets are dominated by road space and asphalt, this seems like a
default allocation left over from the past
• roads flare in and out of width, but the pavements remain narrow,
this could be swapped
• Parking and kerbside servicing is crucial for a successful town centre,
but the locations of these could be fine tuned
• Smooth traffic flows and emergency access are important, but the alignment
and continuity of routes is more influential than raw space
• There is an opportunity to win back unused carriageway space for people,
amenities and businesses

Images, clockwise from top left
the start of South Street is a narrow point but there appears to be enough
space available for vehicle flows and increased footways; High Street at its
widest, dominated by carriageway space; South Street at its broadest
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Active travel, walking and cycling
could benefit the town more

• The cycling and walking routes around Dorking are superb
• The area is a magnet for cyclists, but their connection to the town centre
could be stronger
• The cycle network is routed through the town centre roads,
this could be seen as an asset or factor for investment
• The people of the town may be inhibited from cycling
due to the character of the town centre streets?
• Air quality and ambience of the town centre would benefit from
fewer car journeys if people can use good alternative modes
• Those who cannot drive currently have to take their chances
• The future of investment in roads will be likely to increasingly favour
local journeys by foot, cycle or powered bike

TIME OUT 2021

Images, clockwise from top left
the National Cycle Network passes through Dorking town centre; West Street’s
one way system and narrow footways; Time Out online feature on Dorking’s
affinity with cycling and antiques
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Place making projects can
bring local engagement and
opportunities for all ages
to connect with their town
Positive interventions in the town
centre could range from planting
three beautiful specimen trees,
to creating a new pedestrian
space for events, to changing the
operation of some roads in future
Sculptural play features, water
and art could be integral parts of
the design of the public realm
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Health, heritage, air quality, active
travel, the climate emergency,
road safety and commercial
enterprise are all connected to
place making
Events such as the historic Friday
market, Christmas Fair, Artisan
and Decorative Vintage markets
show the potential for town centre
spaces to be more used, better
cared for and serve the community
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Changes to the streets should help
deliver the policies and aims of
Surrey County Council and
Mole Valley Council
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• Improvement to the public realm can have a myriad of benefits across varied
issues and government targets, form transport to economy, health
and climate change
• Dorking has perhaps not benefited from focussed investment in it’s roads
spaces over the years, but this leaves it under performing its potential for the
residents, the business community, the district and the county
• The redesign of streets would make Dorking a more attractive work place and
retail destination, strengthening local economic activity in this part of the
county
• The look of the town could better meet the expectations of visitors and the
tourism offer in this area of Surrey.
• Health benefits could be gained for the residents of Dorking from improved air
quality and active travel linked to public realm changes
• Encouraging walking, reducing dependence on cars and making the town
centre a more pleasant place for everyone should be at the heart of any plans
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Images, clockwise from top left
the new Surrey County Council Local Transport Plan; Future Mole Valley policy
by the District Council; Opportunity Dorking by MVDC
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The public realm should be
upgraded to match the quality
of the town
• When people search for Dorking on the internet it is interesting to note what they see
that is used to promote the town
• The images to the left are shots of the websites of Visit Surrey and Discover Dorking
why are the images cropped on these sites to hide the public realm, the very space that
visitors and locals use?
• Perhaps the streets and spaces of Dorking aren’t on a par with the buildings, businesses,
homes and landscape they serve
• The town centre has so many positives and latent potential to be a much more attractive
public realm for everyone
• The open air real place experience of Dorking’s historic town centre should meet the profile
and expectations of locals and visitors alike - why come here to shop, eat or meet?
• Investment in the public realm has been shown to improve town centre success,
reputation, dwell time and use by locals and others
• After years of increasing car use to out of town destinations, and recent lock-down
restrictions, this is now the moment to build consensus and positive action to
strengthen the town centre’s physical environment on the main streets

Images, from top
www.visitdorking.com;
www.visitsurrey.com/explore/dorking
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INITIAL IDEAS AND POTENTIAL CHANGES
THAT COULD BE CHAMPIONED
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HIGH STREET

eastern curving section

current conditions on
High Street, Dorking
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HIGH STREET

eastern curving section

IDEAS FOR PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS
• Increase the sense of character at this gateway to Dorking town centre
• Plant street trees on alternating sides where they could mature in to handsome specimens
• There is sccope for widening footways t- his relies on careful consideration of
vehicle loading, waiting and bus stopping
• Potential design options could include raised loading and parking on pads or build-out
arrangements that still allow pick-up and drop off
• Buses could potentially stop in-line with traffic, depending on their frequency,
to win space outside buildings for people and businesses
• Introduce new and relocated pedestrian crossings
• Consider another pedestrian crossing close to the junction with Walthen Road
• Introduce benches where there is some space to create rest stops for those who need them
• Consider low level planting areas and wayfinding
• Commission an eye catching piece of public art
• Enhance the setting of the historic Odd Fellows Hall
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HIGH STREET

eastern curving section
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All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.
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HIGH STREET

eastern curving section
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

KEY
POTENTIAL
FEATURES TO BE INVESTIGATED
IDEAS FOR
PUBLICSTREETSCAPE
REALM IMPROVEMENTS
unified footway materials in natural stone

Domino’s

special paving features to mark spaces or buildings
parking and loading pads with natural stone paving/
and possible areas for special carriageway surfaces
T

taxi rank

Pizza
Express

new street trees
increased greenery and soft planting
enhanced or additional public seating
potential areas of timed outdoor seating on West Street
existing memorial or community fetaure
new art/ play/ community designed features

Halifax

potential location for occasional events infrastructure
eg ground sockets, electricity, water
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HIGH STREET

central wide section
Ansell Road to Lyons Court

current conditions on
High Street, Dorking
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HIGH STREET

central wide section
Ansell Road to Lyons Court
• Widened footways along both sides, with consideration of levels, to re-create a linear ‘market
place’ and allow regular small events
• Retain and restore the historic cobbles as part of material and paving enhancements
• Consider a new pedestrian crossing directly in line with St Martin’s Walk entrance
• Create a focal point public space at St Martin’s Walk entrance by moving the taxi rank
to the west, adding greebery, seating, a tree and art
• Consider rationalising the bus stopsfor a more efficient use of space
• Assess whether the junction with Mill Lane can be redesigned to maximise footway space /
improve pedestrian crossing, this would allow maximised footway space and some loading
• Plant large specimen trees to anchor the space and bring greenery and shade,
extend the areas of low level planting and the dressing of forecourts by businesses
• Create a concentration of cycle parking in the centre of Dorking for locals and visitors
• Introduce areas of seating
• Provide simple supporting infrastructure such as power sockets and an attractive designed
demountable shelter for small performances and events
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central wide section
Ansell Road to Lyons Court
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All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.
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HIGH STREET

central wide section
Ansell Road to Lyons Court

Dorking
Post
Office

All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustrationKEY
and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

POTENTIAL
FEATURES TO BE INVESTIGATED
IDEAS FOR
PUBLICSTREETSCAPE
REALM IMPROVEMENTS
unified footway materials in natural stone

St Martin’s
Walk
Superdrug

special paving features to mark spaces or buildings
parking and loading pads with natural stone paving/
and possible areas for special carriageway surfaces
T

taxi rank
new street trees

WH Smith

increased greenery and soft planting

The
White Horse

enhanced or additional public seating
potential areas of timed outdoor seating on West Street
existing memorial or community fetaure
new art/ play/ community designed features
potential location for occasional events infrastructure
eg ground sockets, electricity, water
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HIGH STREET
stepped section

current conditions on
High Street, Dorking
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HIGH STREET
stepped section

• A pedestrian refuge strip could be created along the southern wall at the foot of the steps,
this strip could also accommodate loading and servicing in places
• The refuge strip could offer opportunities for greenery or small trees interspersed between
servicing and loading
• Carriageway narrowing may be possible here with careful consideration of loading
requirements
• The distinctive railed footway terrace could be further animated with restored ironwork,
benches and greenery, create a raised promenade and oportunities for the businesses here
• A feature lighting project awould bring a new attractiveness visual interest and warmth to
this section of street
• The north side footway could potentially be widened, if prioritised over the south refuge
strip
• Consider a new pedestrian crossing directly in line with the St Martin’s Church passage to
highlight this connection
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HIGH STREET

St Martin’s
Church

stepped section

All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.
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HIGH STREET

St Martin’s
Church

stepped section

All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

KEY
POTENTIAL
FEATURES TO BE INVESTIGATED
IDEAS FOR
PUBLICSTREETSCAPE
REALM IMPROVEMENTS
unified footway materials in natural stone

Boot’s

special paving features to mark spaces or buildings

Black’s

parking and loading pads with natural stone paving/
and possible areas for special carriageway surfaces
T

taxi rank
new street trees

Renee’s
Health
Food

increased greenery and soft planting
enhanced or additional public seating

Scott’s
Flowers
by Elaine

potential areas of timed outdoor seating on West Street

The Dorking
Butchery

existing memorial or community fetaure
new art/ play/ community designed features
potential location for occasional events infrastructure
eg ground sockets, electricity, water
potential feature lighting
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PUMP CORNER

current conditions at
Pump Corner, Dorking
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PUMP CORNER
• Make this landmark space a place again
• Maximise footway gain and prioritise pedestrian crossings while maintaining traffic capacity
• De-clutter the space as much as possible
• Connect the footway on the south side with a new refuge strip on High Street and wider
footways on South Street
• Conside the road surface finish so that the space looks visually connected between its
different sides
• Re pave the setting of the historic pump and sign
Options to simplify the paired junction could be explored, these may include:
• Remove traffic light signals from one or both junction nodes and replace with
zebra or priority control
• Improve signal arrangements by bringing together both junctions into a single node and
operating an “all green” pedestrian stage with simple straight-over crossings
to all sides of the space
• Remove one or more traffic turns to simplify operation, for example left turn from
West Street to South Street if an alternative was allowed
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PUMP CORNER
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

POTENTIAL CHANGES THAT COULD BE CONSIDERED
TO ROADS, KERB LINES, FOOTWAYS AND CROSSINGS
TO UNLOCK PLACE MAKING POTENTIAL
Old
King’s Head
Court

POTENTIAL JUNCTION OPTION
THAT COULD BE INVESTIGATED
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This diagram shows a potential re-design of the
junction to create easier pedestrian crossings, a
simplified central island and increased footways,
while still allowing turns from West Street
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This diagram shows a potential arrangement
where the junction is simplified to create a large
new pedestrian space, easier crossings and
more steady flow of traffic
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PUMP CORNER
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

KEY
POTENTIAL
FEATURES TO BE INVESTIGATED
IDEAS FOR
PUBLICSTREETSCAPE
REALM IMPROVEMENTS
unified footway materials in natural stone

Old
King’s Head
Court

special paving features to mark spaces or buildings
parking and loading pads with natural stone paving/
and possible areas for special carriageway surfaces
T

HSBC

taxi rank
new street trees
increased greenery and soft planting
enhanced or additional public seating
potential areas of timed outdoor seating on West Street
existing memorial or community fetaure
new art/ play/ community designed features
potential location for occasional events infrastructure
eg ground sockets, electricity, water
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Waterstone’s
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WEST STREET

current conditions on
West Street, Dorking
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WEST STREET
• Streamline the carriageway throughout to a simple single lane width, as it operates
in this way already
• Widen footways where possible to create a more accessible street
• Create raised loading pads at certain points where deliveries are made, timed usage could
allow servicing in the morning and pedestrian space in the afternoon and evening
• Use the new pedestrian footway space to create clusters of tables and chairs, areas of
activity for example at pubs and restaurants, while maintaining widths for passing
• Explore the potential for buses to stop in-line with traffic winning more footway widths
• Create cycle parking at moments along the street for visitors
• Consider a special carriageway surface treatment, for example stone setts east of
Junction Road if vehicle flows permit this
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WEST STREET
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

The
Star

Schmidt
Kitchens

Head for
the Hills

The King’s
Arms

Talbot
House

United
Reformed
Church

WEST STREET

Pets Corner

Old
House

Mayflower
Cobetts

Dorking Fountain
Antiques Garden

Dorking
Models

Christique
Malthouse

KEYCHANGES THAT COULD BE CONSIDERED
POTENTIAL
TO ROADS, KERB LINES, FOOTWAYS AND CROSSINGS
ROAD PLACE
LAYOUTMAKING
IDEAS TOPOTENTIAL
BE INVESTIGATED
- TO UNLOCK
carriageway road space

Max Legal Length (UK) Articulated Vehicle (16.5m)

WEST STREET

existing footway space
potential increased new footway space
potential new parking and loading areas
potential new kerb lines
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This diagram shows potential
footway gains while allowing
enough space for large vehicles
to turn in to Junction Road if
that was desirable
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WEST STREET
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

The
Star

Schmidt
Kitchens

Pets Corner
KEY

Old
House

Head for
the Hills

Cobetts

IDEAS FOR PUBLIC REALM IMPROVEMENTS

unified footway materials in natural stone
special paving features to mark spaces or buildings
parking and loading pads with natural stone paving/
and possible areas for special carriageway surfaces
taxi rank
new street trees
increased greenery and soft planting
enhanced or additional public seating
potential areas of timed outdoor seating on West Street
existing memorial or community fetaure
new art/ play/ community designed features
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Talbot
House

Mayflower

POTENTIAL STREETSCAPE FEATURES TO BE INVESTIGATED

T

The King’s
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United
Reformed
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potential location for occasional events infrastructure
eg ground sockets, electricity, water
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Dorking
Models
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other possible arrangements
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

CURRENT TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENT

Current traffic arrangement
Southbound traffic is forced to use the eastern end of West
Street and turn right into South Street

POTENTIAL TRAFFIC ARRANGEMENT THAT COULD BE INVESTIGATED FOR BENEFITS TO THE TOWN

*

Southbound traffic is forced to use the eastern end of West
Street and turn right into South Street

Southbound traffic could be allowed to use Junction Road, meaning less traffic on parts of
both West Street and South Street. This would also remove the need for a right-turn from West
Street to South Street at Pump Corner, unlocking an opportunity for significant public realm
improvements in the heart of Dorking town centre, and much simplified pedestrian crossings.
In this arrangement Junction Road may not necessarily see an increase in traffic, as the existing
traffic usage will be changed.
Further study is required to determine the feasibility of this option
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SOUTH STREET

Pump corner to Vincents Walk

current conditions on
South Street, Dorking
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SOUTH STREET

Pump corner to Vincents Walk
All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

• Increase footways to create a wide south facing pedestrian space in front of the shops,
a place to pause and appreciate the retail frontages and bring activity outside
• Create lush planting in the new terrace space, with trees and new public seating
• Maintain drop-off, pick up and servicing parking along the kerbside by moving it out
into the wide road space that is necessary for traffic flows
• Maintain a single lane of traffic up from Pump Corner along South Street
• Increase footway widths at the bottom of the hill by allowing for the minimum carriageway
possible
• Create a pedestrian space at the Bull Head pub/ Rose Hill, a place to appreciate the historic
town architecture with tables and chairs
• Consider rationalising the bus stop/ stand
• Create cycle parking for groups
• Commission new artworks in the space and a better setting for the Dorking War Memorial
• In the gardens terrace seating area provide simple supporting infrastructure such as power
sockets and an attractive designed demountable shelter for small performances and events
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SOUTH STREET

Too
Many
Cooks

Pump corner to Vincents Walk

The
Spotted
Dog

All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

KEYCHANGES THAT COULD BE CONSIDERED
POTENTIAL
TO ROADS, KERB LINES, FOOTWAYS AND CROSSINGS
ROADPLACE
LAYOUTMAKING
IDEAS TOPOTENTIAL
BE INVESTIGATED
- TO UNLOCK
carriageway road space
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existing footway space

Dorking
War Memorial

potential increased new footway space
potential new parking and loading areas
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potential new kerb lines
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The
Bed Room
RiIalto

S. C.
Fuller
Euronics
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SOUTH STREET

Too
Many
Cooks

Pump corner to Vincents Walk

The
Spotted
Dog

All ideas contained in this document are presented for design concept
illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.

Frith
Pharmacy

KEY
POTENTIAL
FEATURES TO BE INVESTIGATED
IDEAS FOR
PUBLICSTREETSCAPE
REALM IMPROVEMENTS
unified footway materials in natural stone

Waitrose

special paving features to mark spaces or buildings
parking and loading pads with natural stone paving/
and possible areas for special carriageway surfaces
T

Dorking
War Memorial

taxi rank
new street trees

Cummins

increased greenery and soft planting
enhanced or additional public seating
potential areas of timed outdoor seating on West Street
existing memorial or community fetaure
new art/ play/ community designed features
potential location for occasional events infrastructure
eg ground sockets, electricity, water
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The Boot
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PRINCIPLES TO
TAKE FORWARD
• An incremental approach should be taken to public realm improvements in the town centre,
with quick wins and deliverable small projects as well as further studies
• Longer term aspirations for mitigating congestion should be investigated, but they should
not hold up smaller positive projects
• The community in Dorking town centre should work with Surrey County Council place
making team, highways and other departments to harness maintenance, town centre, active
travel, heritage and other funds that can unlock positive action on the ground
• The material quality of footways should be improved throughout the Dorking town centre,
whenever possible using a natural stone palette
• Green the town centre with street trees and more permanent soft planting

• Look at each space for its own merits, create a range of characters
• Respect the historic character of the town centre and design public realm projects with
complementary materials, and an appropriate look and feel
• De-clutter footways as much as possible, rationalise traffic lights, signs and other kit
that has accumulated over time
• Design for people’s desire lines and behaviour, not just for vehicles,
for example at Pump Corner
• Make it easier to traverse the roads, both at new crossings and informally, for example
along High Street and South Street

• Win space for people, put the roads ‘on a diet’ where carriageway area is not necessary

• Investigate local ideas for new public spaces just off the High Street, and study how best to
link with Saint Martin’s churchyard

• Create room for outdoor activity and everyday life in the town centre’s streets,
for example spill-out displays, al fresco tables and chairs, places to pause, rest and chat

• Support cycling in the town centre with more cycle parking in obvious places, better signage
and a feeling of shared priority

• Encourage a low speed environment of bustling, gently flowing traffic in the streets,
create a place shared by all users rather than stop/start traffic

• Join the town centre more with cycle and walking routes in the surrounding countryside

• Consider 20 mph limits when appropriate, like other towns in Surrey
• Loading and parking areas can be rationalised while still providing necessary access
• Loading and parking areas can look and feel more connected to pavements than the road
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• Continue to investigate medium and longer term changes to the traffic system, for example
studying the potential benefits of altering parts of the gyratory system
• Identify projects that can be delivered in partnership with community groups and codesigned with locals of all ages, for example public art features, new street furniture, tree
planting or play features
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POSSIBLE FIRST
PROJECTS
The place making ideas presented in this booklet have the potential to be advanced as smaller
independent parts or as larger projects - depending on local support, stakeholders and
opportunities for funding. The list below sets out a selection of actions that could be taken to
advance positive change in Dorking in the near term:
• Upgrade the stepped section of High Street, restore the historic iron work, add new lighting,
greenery and seating to create a memorable raised promenade in the heart of Dorking
• Create a safe strip of footway at the foot of the steps on High Street; this could have
immediate safety and place making benefits
• Undertake a greening project at the east end of the High Street, to seed the ‘great trees of
Dorking’, improve the look of the street for generations to come and bring biophilic benefits
to current users
• Add attractive cycle parking stands across the town centre
• Work with local arts organisations to co-design painted crossings at Pump Corner to refocus this key space for people and highlight its potential
• Create a small performance spot in the High Street to bring attention to the public realm
• Create a new lush planting scheme at the raised parade of shops on South Street, opposite
Vincent’s Walk
• Design new signage for the town centre car parks
• Work with passenger transport teams and bus companies to mitigate the impact of service
regulation in the town centre
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• Fill-in the little used carriageway space on West Street and trial more al-fresco tables and
chairs for the businesses there, while allowing deliveries at other times
• Begin studies for a public realm upgrade to the wide section of High Street, to create broad
usable pedestrian spaces that can host activities and enliven in the centre of Dorking
• Build out the footway at the Bull’s Head and re-pave the entrance to Rose Hill
• Commission a public realm-art-lighting project for the Saint Martin’s Church passageway
• Implement new zebra crossings on the High Street to connect the two sides and begin to
re-balance the movement between people and vehicles, while avoiding friction in the road
network
• Create more legible and accessible pedestrian links between the town centre and Pip Brook
• Create more legible and accessible cycle links to the cycle network in the landscape around
Dorking
• Upgrade the feature architectural lighting throughout the town centre
• Commission a series of public art pieces across the town centre that bring interest, have
local meaning and build a legacy of culture in the public realm
• Identify pilot locations for sustainable urban drainage (SUDs), to mitigate flooding and
increase biodiversity
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NEXT STEPS
• Enagage with the people of Dorking and gather local voices to build consensus for
investment in the public realm, in order to maintain a healthy thriving town
• Dorking Town Centre Partnership to commission a highways feasibility study to unlock
possibilities with a robust technical evidence base
• Dorking Town Centre Partnership to select two place making ideas for concept design work
to develop material proposals to gain funding for works
• Seek support for place making ideas that are aligned with Local Enterprise Partnership
funds for town centre refurbishment

• Connect with local politicians to champion next steps and funding
• Work with Surrey County Council place making team, active-travel, conservation and
highways to identify synergies with county projects and routes to funding sources
• Work with Mole Valley District Council to bring place making ideas forward and link to local
plans, other schemes, developments and policies
• Further define the commercial and health benefits for the town of an improved public realm,
investigate Dorking as a case study for measuring the benefit of public realm enhancements

• Seek champions for projects that are aligned with Heritage Lottery Funding

• Align any potential projects with Surrey County Council’s transport, sustainability, climate
emergency and place making strategies

• Identify partners for community projects and ideas that are aligned with Your Fund Surrey,
for example for public art

• Undertake a next stage public realm study to further develop the design ideas across the
town centre in relation to highways feasibility findings

• Undertake a series of quick-win projects in the next two years to see positive change on the
ground and build momentum

• Expand the study area to better link with the Dorking stations and surrounding countryside

• Choose one or two medium term projects to move them forwards
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• Identify a delivery plan with a matrix of traffic and street scene improvements that can build
over time to a holistic joined-up improvement of Dorking town centre
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SUGGESTED HIGHWAY
FEASIBILITY STUDY

SUGGESTED CONCEPT
DESIGN WORK

TO DETERMINE POSSIBLE CHANGES TO ROADS, KERB LINES, FOOTWAYS AND CROSSINGS - TO UNLOCK
PLACE MAKING POTENTIAL AND IMPROVE THE FUNCTION OF THE TOWN CENTRE

TO DETERMINE POSSIBLE CONSTRAINTS, MATERIAL DESIGNS, FEATURES, COSTS AND PERMISSIONS
FOR PHYSICAL PLACE MAKING ENHANCEMENTS

Suggested surveys:
• Traffic surveys – Turning counts, journey times, origins & destinations at key locations
• Pedestrian surveys – Pedestrian flows, origins & destinations at key locations
• Kerbside surveys – Survey of parking, loading and servicing activity
• Topographical survey

Potential process:
• Work with Dorking Town Centre Partnership to pick two place making ideas that can be
progressed which are less dependent on road network changes
eg east end of High street tree planting and furniture, enhancing the raised walkway on High
Street, creating the St Martin’s church passageway, street furniture, small performance
spot, Bull’s Head or White Horse footways

Option Traffic modelling:
• Assessment of traffic reassignment for options that change traffic movement restrictions
• Linsig modelling of traffic signal changes
• VISSIM modelling of preferred arrangement to demonstrate capacity and journey time
impacts (including features like zebra crossings and in-line bus stops).
Assessment and development of options against the following criteria:
• Traffic capacity and network resilience
• Walking and cycling benefit
• Bus and taxi operation
• Parking, loading and servicing impact
• Road Safety
• Public realm and greening opportunities
•
Development of preliminary highway design:
• Preparation of 1:500 Scheme concept designs
• Stage 1 road safety audit
• Traffic signal layout drawings
• Consultation drawings
Initial scheme cost plan, phasing and packaging plan
Public engagement through non statutory public and stakeholder engagement exercise TBD
and statutory traffic order consultation
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• Meet with Surrey County Council and Mole Valley District Council to gain insight
and identify synergies
• Consider opportunities for projects to be pilots that highlight the potential of further public
realm enhancements
•
•
•
•
•
•

develop ideas and draft designs
potentially engage with businesses and local users for feedback
potentially co-design with local groups
finalise design proposals
costings
gain any planning or other permissions

• present the designs for appropriate finding
• secure funding for works
• develop fabrication design or technical design as appropriate
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ABOUT THE
STUDY TEAM
Context Office is a design and research practice specialising in public space.
We provide insight on districts and sites for clients, cultural and spatial strategies, surveys of
place and design solutions.
We work with both public and private sector clients to help them make thoughtful and nuanced
improvements to streets and spaces.

Norman Rourke Prime traffic and transport engineers are proud to work on a wide range of
projects in some of the most intricate and complex regions of the country.
We design, model and monitor schemes in some of the most confined and busy streets in the
UK, applying emerging strategies such as Liveable Neighbourhoods and Healthy Streets.

A new practice founded in 2020, we want to work with clients and partners to improve the public
realm, contribute to sustainability and improve the quality of everyday life.

NRP traffic engineers harness sophisticated techniques to develop and appraise schemes and
strategies to keep everyone moving safely and efficiently, recognising that solutions need to be
adaptable to local constraints, aspirations and opportunities.

Alex Arestis undertook context Office’s work for this study.

Thomas Rimmer led NRP’s work for this study.

contextoffice.co.uk

www.nrpltd.com
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This document was researched, designed, written and produced by Context Office, with NRP,
for Dorking Town Centre Partnership BID.
The drawings, maps, photographs and data contained in this document are based on fieldwork and desk-based
research undertaken between September and December 2021. All ideas contained in this document are presented for
design concept illustration and information purposes only; designs will require
further feasibility study, development, testing, consultation and consents.
All contents of this document are the copyright of Context Office, unless otherwise stated. Any third party images are
presented for information purposes only and have been credited. Further publication and use of the contents of this
document will require usage approval from Context Office, or other third parties.
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